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ATMOSPHERIC GAMMA-RAY AND NEUTRON FLASHESL. P. Babih *, A. Yu. Kudryavtsev **, M. L. Kudryavtseva ��, I. M. KutsykRussian Federal Nulear CenterAll-Russion Researh Institute of Experimental Physis (VNIIEF)607188, Sarov, RussiaReeived May 3, 2007Gamma-ray pulses are alulated from 2D numerial simulations of the upward atmospheri disharge in a self-onsistent eletri �eld using the multi-group approah to the kinetis of relativisti runaway eletrons (REs).Computed -ray numbers and spetra are onsistent with those of terrestrial -ray �ashes (TGFs) observedaboard spaerafts. The RE �ux is onentrated mainly within the domain of the Blue Jet �uoresene. Thison�rms that exatly the domain adjaent to a thunderloud is the soure of the observed -ray �ashes. Theyield of photonulear neutrons is alulated. One -ray pulse generates � 1014�1015 neutrons. The possibilityof diret deposition of REs to the detetor readings and the origin of the lightning-advaned TGFs are disussed.PACS: 92.60.Pw, 52.80.Mg1. INTRODUCTIONSine the 1930s, experiments were being ondutedto detet high-energy eletromagneti phenomena re-lated to thunderstorm ativity in the atmosphere.These phenomena ensue from the eletron aelera-tion to high energies in a thunderstorm atmospherepredited by Wilson [1℄ and termed the �eletron run-away� by Eddington [2℄. Results obtained until theend of the 1980s are reviewed in book [3℄. During re-ent deades, the ourrene of suh phenomena was�rmly established. Up to three orders of the valueinrease of the penetrating radiation (X-rays) insidethunderlouds was deteted by airborne instrumentsabove the �ne-weather bakground [3�6℄. Terrestrial-ray �ashes (TGFs) observed aboard arti�ial satel-lites BETSI [7℄ and RHESSI [8℄ are another high-energyphenomenon. The most frequently disussed meha-nism of TGFs assumes -ray prodution by giganti up-ward atmospheri disharges (UADs) originating fromthe eletrial breakdown driven by relativisti runawayeletrons (REs) [9�12℄.A statistially signi�ant ampli�ation of the atmo-spheri neutron �ux over the osmi-ray bakgrounddeteted in the lower troposphere during thunder-storm ativity [13�15℄ is yet another high-energy phe-*E-mail: babih�elph.vniief.ru**E-mail: kay�sar.ru

nomenon: terrestrial neutron �ashes (TNFs). Follo-wing [16; 17℄, the TNFs were interpreted as a resultof nulear synthesis 2H(2H,n)3He in a lightning han-nel. But nulear fusion is absolutely impossible underphysial onditions that exist in the hannel aord-ing to the ontemporary knowledge, and the neutronsould be generated by photonulear reations (; n) a-ompanying TGFs [18�20℄. In the framework of theUAD analyti model with the geomagneti �eld takeninto aount [21, 22℄, the (; n) yield was estimated as� 1015 neutrons per UAD [18�20℄.Proeeding fromWilson's idea that at high altitudesthe redued strength of the thunderloud eletri �eldE=P an be above the threshold required for the on-ventional quasistati breakdown [23℄, a mehanism ofdisharges in the upper stratosphere/lower ionosphereis being developed, inluding the onventional break-down by eletrons with energies in the viinity of theionization threshold in a strong eletri �eld triggeredhigh above the thunderloud by lightning disharges inthe troposphere (see, e.g., [24�31℄). In the frameworkof this approah, the high-altitude optial phenomenaabove thunderstorms (Blue Jets, Red Sprites, et. [32�35℄) an be desribed more or less adequately, but dif-�ulties appear with TGFs and TNFs. Eletron ener-gizing up to 2�8 keV predited in the enhaned �eldahead of the streamer front [30℄ is too small to aounteven for the X-rays [3�6℄, to say nothing of TGFs [7,80



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 133, âûï. 1, 2008 Atmospheri gamma-ray and neutron �ashes8℄ and TNFs [13�15℄. To bypass this di�ulty, Moss etal. [30℄ performed alulations to justify the hypothe-sis of eletron energizing up to tens MeV in a ratherweak but extended �eld near the lightning leader [30℄.More rigorous analysis and numerial simulations arerequired to prove or rejet this attrative hypothesis.A very interesting model in whih REs aquire largeenergies from the eletromagneti pulse generated bya horizontal lightning disharge and penetrating to theupper stratosphere [27, 28℄ requires taking the selfon-sistent �eld into aount. Besides, the fratal approahimplemented in the framework of the spherial approxi-mation [28℄ needs more detailed substantiation beauseRE distributions in thunderstorm �elds are stronglyanisotropi [36℄.Starting with the pioneering works [9, 10℄, an al-ternative mehanism of the breakdown in the atmo-sphere in a rather weak thunderloud �eld ontrolledby a series of relativisti RE avalanhes (RREAs) isbeing developed. RREA generation enables the break-down in �elds with the strength signi�antly belowthe threshold required for the onventional breakdown.The apability to aount for the high-altitude optialphenomena along with TGFs and TNFs in a uni�edmanner is an advantage of the mehanism. Based onthis mehanism, a theory of UAD is being developed(see review [11℄) and numerial simulations are beingonduted (see, e.g., [21, 22, 37�46℄). The variety ofsimulated thunderloud harge on�gurations and du-rations of the lightning disharge triggering the break-down leads to di�erent RE spae�time distributions.The variety is quite natural, beause the observationaldata are not full enough for reliable seleting on�gu-rations that ould aount for both the high-altitudeoptial phenomena and the TGFs and TNFs, althoughthe progress in this diretion is doubtless [47, 48℄. Theresults of TGF alulations in [21, 22, 37�39, 42�44,49℄ agree with the BETSI data [7, 50℄, although out-of-date and strongly overestimated RREA rates wereused exept in [21, 22, 42, 43, 49℄. The geomagneti�eld was taken into aount in [21, 22, 42℄, whih is anobvious advantage, espeially beause the majority ofTGFs were deteted in the tropial zone [8℄. Too largevalues of the adopted loud harge Q = 1200 C and itssize � 100 km is an obvious shortoming of simulationsin [42℄. The harge was later redued to Q = 450 C atthe altitude H = 15 km [43℄.In this paper, we onentrate on the mehanism as-suming the UADs developing in the RREA mode to bethe origin of TGF. As in our previous simulations [45,46℄, we use a series of rather realisti values of Q andH . The proess of swithing on the eletri �eld above

the loud was also simulated. In ontrast to reentpapers [47, 49℄, the harateristis of BETSI [7℄ andRHESSI [8℄ TGFs were alulated based on the resultsof numerial simulations of UAD in a self-onsistenteletri �eld. In ontrast to [18�20℄, the photonulearneutron yields, presumably aounting for TNFs, werealulated using the omputed hard bremsstrahlung (-ray soure) responsible for the TGFs. Optial emissionswere alulated with the goal to verify the model appli-ability by omparison with the observed Blue Jet andRed Sprite �uoresene [32℄.2. NUMERICAL DISCHARGE MODELThe model is a further development of the 1.5Dmodel used earlier for simulating the high-altitude op-tial phenomena and distinguished for the multigroup�uid desription of the RE kinetis [45, 46℄, althoughimplemented in the framework of the RE urrent tubeapproximation with an a priori set disharge transversesize. Broadly used in the neutron transport simula-tions (see, e.g., [51℄), the multigroup �uid tehniquesin general permit reeiving a partile distribution notonly in spae and time but also by energies. Therefore,these tehniques are similar to the diret kineti equa-tion approah, but are more e�ient and time-savingfor omputer implementation. For the problem onsid-ered, the multigroup tehnique enables reeiving REenergy distributions required for alulating the pri-mary bremsstrahlung spetrum and aurately simu-lating the RE penetration to high altitudes. The latteris important for orretly alulating the -ray trans-port to spae.The multigroup tehnique is implemented in theframework of a onsistently 2D �uid approah [52℄. TheRE population is distributed over energy groups in therange ["th; "max℄, where "max is spei�ed by the idiosyn-rasy of the problem under onsideration and "th is therunaway threshold, i.e., the seond root of the equationF (") = eE [53℄, where eE is the eletri fore and thedrag fore F (") aounts for interations of REs of ener-gy " with air moleules. The RE kinetis is desribedusing a simpli�ed set of rigorous group equations in-luding the ontinuity equations, the energy balaneequations, and the equations of motion [54℄:�n(n)run�t +r�n(n)runw(n)run� == Æn;1R NXi=n n(i)run + SrunÆn;1 � jA(n)runj+ jA(neib)run j; (1)6 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 1 81



L. P. Babih, A. Yu. Kudryavtsev, M. L. Kudryavtseva, I. M. Kutsyk ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 133, âûï. 1, 2008�"(n)run�t = �e(E �w(n)run)� F (n) (w(n)run)2v(n)run ; (2)m �(n)(wi)(n)run�t + (w)(n)run � r(n)(wi)(n)run! == �eEi � (F )(n)run (wi)(n)runv(n)run n(n)run; (3)where n 2 [1; N ℄ is the group number, n(n)run is the on-entration, v(n)run is the veloity, w(n)run is the diretedveloity,R(P; vrun; E) = vrunP [atm℄=trun(Æ; P = 1 atm)is the total rate of RE generation by REs themselves, Pis the loal pressure, Æ = eE=FminP is the �overvoltage�relative to the minimal value Fmin = 218 keV/m�atmof the drag fore F ("), Srun is the external soure ofprimary REs, Æn1 is the Kroneker symbol,A(n)run = �"(n)run�t n(n)run"n � "n�1is the operator responsible for the RE out�ow from agroup n into groups n� 1 or n+ 1,A(neib)run = 8<: A(n+1)run ; A(n+1)run � 0; 1 � n � N � 1;A(n�1)run ; A(n�1)run � 0; 2 � n � Nis the operator responsible for the RE in�ow into thegroup n from the adjaent groups, m is the eletronmass, and (n) is the Lorentz fator.Equations (1) allow for that the seondary REs tobe produed owing to the ionization by REs themselvesand the external soure to mainly populate the �rstgroup. In ontrast to our earlier simulations [41, 45,46℄, an aurate dependene of the RE multipliationtime trun on the �overvoltage� Æ [36℄ was used.Equations (3) are atually used only for simulatingsmall setions of RE trajetories, where eE > F ("th)or eE < F ("th), along whih eletrons are respetivelyaelerated up to the veloity of light  or deeler-ated below the threshold "th to beome low-energy se-ondary eletrons. Thus, the inertia of the aelerationand stopping proesses is taken into aount withinthe framework of onsistent hydrodynamis. This al-lows avoiding numerial instabilities arising if jump-likegaining the veloity  or braking to the drift domainis permitted. Preliminary alulations proved thatthe umulative ontribution of the onvetive terms in

Eqs. (3) is small in omparison with the fore-term de-positions. These terms were therefore omitted in �nite-di�erene analogues of di�erential equations (3) to savethe omputation time.Kinetis of seondary (s) and bakground (b) ele-trons of low energies and positive (+) nitrogen N+2 andnegative (�) oxygen O�2 ions was desribed by the driftapproximation of the ontinuity equation allowing forthe ionization by REs and low-energy eletrons, reom-bination of eletrons and ions, and the eletron attah-ment to oxygen moleules, external soures (osmi-ray) of bakground eletrons, and ions:�ns�t +r(nsvs) == �ins � be+nsn+ � �ns +Rsnrun +A(1)run; (4)�nb�t +r(nbvb) = �inb�be+nbn+��nb+Sb; (5)�n+�t +r(n+v+) = �i(ns+nb)+Srun+Sb+S��� be+(ns+nb)n+�b�+n�n+ + (R+Rs)nrun; (6)�n��t +r(n�v�) = �(ns+nb)�b�+n�n++S�: (7)Here, ns, nb, n+, and n� are onentrations, vs, vb,v+ = �+E, and v� = ���E are drift veloities, �+;�are the ion mobilities, �i is the frequeny of moleuleionization by low-energy eletrons, be+ and b+� are thereombination oe�ients,� = (Kdiss +KthrN(z))NO2(z)is the oe�ient of eletron attahment to oxy-gen moleules, Kthr and Kdiss are the three-bodyand dissoiative attahment oe�ients, N(z) andNO2(z) = 0:2N(z) are onentrations of air andoxygen moleules, Rs is the rate of low-energy eletronprodution by RE�moleule ollisions, and Sb, S�,and Srun are soures of bakground eletrons, negativeions, and REs. Available literature data were usedfor vs, vb, �+;�, �i, be+, b+�, Kthr, and Kdiss (seethe referenes in [52℄). For Srun, a formula was ob-tained [52℄ based on the published data on the osmiray �ux [55℄. Soures of bakground eletrons Sb andnegative ions S� were obtained from the formulasfor the atmosphere ondutivity �(z) [10℄ and theonentration of bakground eletrons [55℄. The rate oflow-energy eletron generation by RE ionizing impatswas expressed asRs(z) = FminP (z)=�"ion = 2:18 � 1012P [atm℄82



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 133, âûï. 1, 2008 Atmospheri gamma-ray and neutron �ashesvia the eletron�ion pair �ost� "ion � 32 eV.We note that the motion of ions was disountedboth in our previous models [41, 45, 46℄ and in sim-ulations of other authors. Allowing for this motiondesribed by the seond terms in Eqs. (6) and (7) isespeially important for avoiding numerial instabili-ties in the viinity of the disks (see below) modelingthe loud harges.The initial onditions were as follows:n(n)run(t = 0) = 0; ns(t = 0) = 0;nb(t = 0) = 104+(z[km℄�60)=6:7for the night atmosphere andnb(t = 0) = 106+(z[km℄�60)=10for the day atmosphere (an approximation of the dataavailable in [56℄),n+(t = 0) = n�(t = 0) + nb(t = 0);and n�(t = 0) = �(z)e (�+(z) + ��(z)) :Simulations were onduted in the framework of theylinder oordinates (r; z) with z direted along the ver-tial (altitude) and r ? z. The omputational area waslimited to rmax = 30 km and zmax � Hmax = 74 km.At the boundary of the area, the ondition �F=�n = 0was imposed, where F = fnnrun; ns; nb; n�; n+g and nis a normal to the boundary.The strength of a selfonsistent eletri �eld E in-luding the external (loud) �eld and the �eld of gener-ated free harges was alulated by solving the urrentontinuity equation [40, 45, 46℄�E�t = �Eint�t + �Eext�t = � j"0 + �Eext�t ; (8)where "0 = 8:85 pF/m, Eint(z; r; t) and Eext(z; r; t) arethe respetive strengths of the harge �elds and theloud; the density of the ondutivity urrent isj = en+v+�en�v��ensvs�enbvb� NXn=1n(n)runw(n)run:A set responsible for optial emissions is distin-guished for a detailed desription of the exitation ofthe air speies with allowane for the vibrational ki-netis that permits obtaining aurate photon distri-butions in lines [52℄.The globally most ommon thunderlouds have pos-itive upper and negative bottom harges [3, 47℄. Ini-tially, the ion plasma between the loud top and

the ionosphere shields the �eld above the loud [31℄.As the lightning annihilates loud harges (intralouddisharge) or arries away the upper positive harge(loud-to-ground lightning from the loud with tilteddipole [31, 47℄), a �eld of negative polarizing hargesappears near the top [31℄. The external �eld is thereforemodeled by that of uniformly and negatively hargedthin disk with radius Rdisk loated at the altitude Hand re�eted relative to the Earth's surfae (z = 0 km)and the lower eletrosphere boundary (z = 60 km).Two models of swithing on the �eld were simulated.The �rst model assumes a variable disk radius Rdiskalulated asRdisk(t) = 8<: pq(t)=2�"0Emax; t � tdish;pQmax=2�"0Emax; t � tdish; (9)suh that the harge density is�disk = q(t)=�R2disk(t) = onst = 2"0Emax:Here, q(t) = Qmax(t=tdish) is the instantaneous hargevalue, Qmax is the maximum harge value, tdish is theduration of the lightning disharge swithing on the�eld, and Emax orresponds to the overvoltageÆmax = eEmaxFminP (z) = 7aepted at the disk surfae. The other model assumesRdisk = onst, suh that the harge density is variedaording to the formula �(t) = q(t)=�R2disk.Results for the 10-group RE onentrationnrun(r; z; t; "i) and tdish = 1 ms are disussed belowonly for three pairs of Qmax and H (100 C, 10 km;130 C, 14 km; and 200 C, 14 km).3. RESULTS OF SIMULATION OFHIGH-ALTITUDE OPTICAL PHENOMENASpae�time evolution of harged partile onentra-tions, �eld strengths, and air �uoresene were the re-sult of simulations. The �uoresene into four mainair bands was omputed: the �rst positive system 1P(� = 570�1040 nm, transitions B3�g ! A3�+u of N2),the Meinel system M (� = 500�2000 nm, transitionsA2� ! X2� of N+2 ), the seond positive 2P, and the�rst negative system 1N (� = 290�530 nm, transitionsC3�u ! B3�g of N2 and B2�u ! X2�+g of N+2 ).Qualitatively, the results for optial phenomena arelose to those given by the previous 1.5D model [45, 46℄,but the glow brightness is larger. We note that neither83 6*
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Fig. 1. Altitude �uoresene distribution; Qmax == 130 C, H = 14 km, and variable RdiskTGFs nor TNFs were simulated in [45, 46℄. The alu-lated brightness and olor of the �uoresene, and itsspae�time evolution in general agree with the obser-vational data on Blue Jets and Red Sprites [32, 34, 35℄.In Fig. 1, for the sake of illustration, we present the al-titude distribution of the �uoresene brightness alongthe disharge axis only for Qmax = 130 C, H = 14 kmand the variable disk radius Rdisk . Mainly high-energyREs and relaxing seondary eletrons exite the lowerglow (14�24 km). The upper glow above 54 km is ex-ited by the bakground and seondary eletrons thatare in equilibrium to the loal �eld. Bakground ele-trons aount for the upper maximum, while the se-ondary eletrons exite only in the range 55�63 km.The blue system 2P ontribute to the lower glow andthe red systems 1P and 1N ontribute to the upperone. It is therefore natural to assume that the lowerand upper glows respetively aount for the Blue Jetsand Red Sprites.The �uoresene duration aused by RREAs is� 1 ms. In agreement with an indiation in [57℄, thevery long duration of the glow in the viinity of the disk(Blue Jet), � 100 ms, was found from our alulationsto be a onsequene of the �uoresene owing to theprolonged reombination of positive and negative ionsafter easing of RREAs generation.The general agreement of the alulated harater-istis of the optial emissions with the observationaldata of high-altitude optial phenomena testi�es bothto the UAD model adequay and to the trustworthinessof the omputed dependenes of the RE onentrationon spatial oordinates and time, required for alulat-ing TGF and TNF harateristis.For all the on�gurations disussed (Qmax,H = 100 C, 10 km; 130 C, 14 km; 200 C, 14 km) and

either version of swithing on the �eld, the RE �uxis mainly onentrated in the domain adjaent to thedisk (thunderloud), i.e., in the Blue Jet domain.Proeeding from the TGF harateristi time be-ing lose to the duration of Red Sprites and muhshorter than that of Blue Jets, Nemiro� et al. [50℄ on-neted the TGFs with Red Sprites. However, the du-ration of the pulse of REs apable of emitting hardbremsstrahlung and onentrated mainly within theBlue Jet domain is � 1 ms, whereas the prolonged BlueJet �uoresene, � 100 ms, as pointed out above, is theradiation of deaying plasma.4. TERRESTRIAL GAMMA-RAY FLASHESTo interpret the TGFs, the number ofbremsstrahlung photons emitted by UAD into asolid angle �
 = Sdet(�=Horbit)2in the diretion to the satellites BETSI [7℄ andRHESSI [8℄ and apable of ahieving the orbit altitudeHorbit was alulated by integrating over the domainpopulated by REs:N (i) = dNdt f2("i; �)�
�i �� HmaxZH dz P (z)g(z) exp�� lopt(z)�i � ; (10)where dN=dt is the rate of the bremsstrahlung gen-eration per one RE (� 1:045 � 107 s�1�atm�1 almostindependent of Æ [58℄); f2("i; �) is the steady-energyand angular photon distribution funtion [58℄; � is themean osine of the angle between the photon propaga-tion diretion and the loal eletri fore �eE; Sdet isthe detetor e�ient area; i is the number of energyhannel of the detetor of radiation with the mean en-ergy "i, �i is a share of photons emitted into the han-nel i; lopt(z) = hhar� exp�� zhhar �is the optial length of the air layer between the alti-tudes z, where UAD develops, and the orbit altitude(Horbit � z); hhar = 7:1 km is a harateristi lengthof the �exponential� atmosphere; � is the osine of theangle between the diretion from the -soure to thesatellite and the vertial; and �i = �("i) is the range ofphotons with the energy "i at P = 1 atm [59℄.In view of the unertainty of the satellite loa-tion relative to the TGF soures and RE �ux dire-tion relative to the vertial, alulations were arried84
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z; 104 mFig. 2. The funtion g(z) de�ned in (11) for two valuesof the loud harge Qmax = 130 C (1 ), 200 C (2 ) atthe altitude H = 14 kmout for several values of � and �, taking into aountthat a derease in � inreases the absorption beauselopt(z) grows and f2("i; �) sharply dereases as � de-reases [58℄.The funtion g(z) involved in formula (10) is givenby the time-integrated 10-group linear onentration ofREs:g(z) = 10Xi=1 tmaxZ0 dt rmaxZ0 n(i)run(r; z; t) � 2�r dr; (11)where n(i)run(r; z; t) is the instantaneous loal onentra-tion of REs in group i and tmax = 3 ms is the time atwhih the RE pulse terminates. The funtion is pre-sented in Fig. 2 for Qmax = 130 C and Qmax = 200 Cloated at the altitude H = 14 km.Below 20 km, g(z) is pratially idential for bothQmax values. At large altitudes, in the ase whereQmax = 200 C, g(z) is generally larger than forQmax = 130 C, but the integralsG = HmaxZH g(z) dzdi�er only by a fator of 1.8: G = 1:35 �1014 s for 200 Cand G = 7:62 � 1013 s for 130 C.The di�erene at large altitudes is related to dif-ferent loud harges Qmax and their spatial size. Inthe ase of larger Qmax, the �eld at high altitudes isstronger, and therefore REs penetrate to higher alti-tudes. The proximity to G is related to REs being on-entrated at lower altitudes and with a nonlinear self-
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Fig. 3. Time dependene of the total RE numberNrun(t). Cloud harge Qmax = 200 C at the altitudeH = 14 kmonsistent mode of the disharge development. Gener-ation of a large amount of low-energy harge arriersby RREAs leads to the �eld relaxation and RREA ter-mination. At larger Qmax, the RREAs develop fasterin a partiular spatial domain, but also damp faster.The emission of photons with energies from 20 keVto 20 MeV was alulated. Some results are presentedin Tables 1�3 and Figs. 3�5, to be ompared with ob-servations aboard BATSE [7℄ and RHESSI [8℄.Nemiro� et al. [50℄ presented proessed BATSEdata obtained in four energy hannels: 20�50 keV, 50�100 keV, 100�300 keV, and 300�1000 keV. In our alu-lations, the boundaries of the �rst four energy ranges�t the BATSE hannels. The boundaries of the re-maining ranges were seleted arbitrarily, but suh thata su�ient number of points guarantee proximity tothe ontinuous photon energy distribution. The dura-tion of individual registered TGF is � 0:5�5 ms. Theomputed -�ash duration is spei�ed by the RE pulseN(t)run = 10Xi=1 HmaxZH dz rmaxZ0 n(i)run(r; z; t) � 2�r dr; (12)and its duration is � 1 ms. The RE pulse for one on-�guration is demonstrated in Fig. 3.The total number of photons per TGF in therange of four hannels of the BATSE detetor in therange 20�1000 keV was estimated in [50℄ by the valueN � 100�700, whih is onsistent with (N � 153)� = � = 0:5 and (N � 1105) � = � = 0:7 alulatedfor Qmax = 130 C and (N � 1499) � = � = 0:5 forQmax = 200 C. The photon energy " = 1:26 MeV al-ulated for Qmax = 200 C and � = � = 0:5 orrespondsto the photon energy � 1 MeV in TGFs [7℄.85



L. P. Babih, A. Yu. Kudryavtsev, M. L. Kudryavtseva, I. M. Kutsyk ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 133, âûï. 1, 2008Table 1. -emission in energy hannels i with boundaries "1 and "2, Qmax = 130 C, H = 14 km, Horbit = 500 km,and Sdet = 0:2 m2 [7℄i "1, keV "2, keV "i, keV N (i)� = � = 1 � = � = 0:7 � = � = 0:51 20 50 35 4:1 � 103 90.04 8.22 50 100 75 4:1 � 103 34.03 6.43 100 300 200 10:5 � 103 146.6 11.64 300 1000 650 41:6 � 103 231.01 12.15 1000 3000 2000 2:41 � 105 679.9 19.46 3000 5000 4000 2:84 � 105 435.2 10.47 5000 7000 6000 3:4 � 105 317.05 34.28 7000 9000 8000 3:23 � 105 186.6 20.79 9000 11000 10000 3:28 � 105 257.5 15.710 11000 15000 13000 4:25 � 105 85.8 2.6911 15000 20000 17500 2:66 � 105 23.7 0.68Number of photons 4Pi=1N (i) 6:03 � 104 553 38Calulated photon mean energyat the detetor " , MeV 8.7 3.94 3.0In Fig. 4, the alulated relative photon distribu-tions in four hannels�i = N (i) = 4X1 N (i)are ompared to some of the BATSE TGFs proessedin [50℄. The agreement is satisfatory.In Fig. 5, the alulated photon energy spetradN=d" are ompared with the spetrum detetedaboard RHESSI [8℄. The spetra alulated withQmax = 200 C, � = � = 0:5, and � = � = 0:7 maththe measured spetrum best of all. The omputed pri-mary emission spetrum presented in the same �gure issofter than the measured spetrum and the alulatedspetra at the satellite altitudes. For Qmax = 130 Cand H = 14 km, the spetra at the satellite altitudesare harder than for Qmax = 200 C and H = 14 km.The RHESSI photon spetrum is harder thanthe BATSE spetrum. The mean energy of pho-tons deteted by RHESSI is in the range 1�4 MeV,with � 2 MeV prevailing in ontrast to the BATSE1 MeV. The mean alulated photon energies behave

orrespondingly, as is illustrated in Table 3, where" = 1:27�4 MeV.5. TERRESTRIAL NEUTRON FLASHESThe onsisteny of the alulated -ray harater-istis with TGFs, espeially for Qmax = 200 C andH = 14 km, also testi�es to the model adequay.Therefore, the -ray harateristis in the soure are re-liable for alulating the numbers of photonulear neu-trons from UAD.The integral yield of photonulear neutrons fromUAD was alulated in two ways: using the approxi-mation of haoti photon motionNn = 2NL ZZ n(r; t)P (z)�� ";maxZ"th(;n) f(Æ; ")�(; Sn) d"dV dt; (13)86



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 133, âûï. 1, 2008 Atmospheri gamma-ray and neutron �ashesTable 2. -emission in energy hannels i with boundaries "1 and "2, Qmax = 200 C, H = 14 km, Horbit = 500 km,and Sdet = 0:2 m2 [7℄i "1, keV "2, keV "i, keV N (i)� = � = 1 � = � = 0:7 � = � = 0:51 20 50 35 3:85 � 104 911 88.82 50 100 75 3:42 � 104 808 68.43 100 300 200 7:17 � 104 1280 1164 300 1000 650 1:48 � 105 1410 1025 1000 3000 2000 4:25 � 105 1749.7 86.86 3000 5000 4000 4:29 � 105 764.1 25.87 5000 7000 6000 4:89 � 105 483.7 15.38 7000 9000 8000 4:59 � 105 549.04 8.429 9000 11000 10000 4:61 � 105 368.4 5.9110 11000 15000 13000 5:97 � 105 122.8 36711 15000 20000 17500 3:73 � 105 38.9 1.05Number of photons 4Pi=1N (i) 2:93 � 105 4410 375Calulated photon mean energyat the detetor " , MeV 7.99 2.17 1.26and assuming that the neutrons are generated alongthe photon range �(z) = �(0)=P (z):Nn = 2NL�(0)dNdt ZZ n(r; t)P (z)�� ";maxZ"th(;n) f(Æ; ")�(; Sn) d"dV dt: (14)Here, n(r; t) is the photon onentration (n(r; t) �� nrun(r; t) [58℄); NL � 2:7 � 1025 m�3 is the Loshmidtnumber; f(Æ; ") is the steady photon distribution overenergies " normalized to unity [58℄; �(; Sn) is thetotal ross setion of (; n)-reations [60℄; "th(; 1n)is the (; 1n)-reation threshold; ";max is the maxi-mum energy up to whih data on the ross setions areavailable. Within the auray of the present alula-tions, it is su�ient to let the atmosphere to onsistof the 14N nulei, for whih "th(; 1n) = 10:55 MeVand ";max = 29:5 MeV [60℄. In this energy range,�(0) � 500 m [59℄.The alulated neutron yield valuesNn � 1014�1015presented in Table 4 are onsistent with the analyti es-

timate Nn � 1015 [18�20℄ obtained for the loud hargeQloud = 210 C and H = 18 km with allowane for thegeomagneti �eld, whih apparently ompensated thee�et of the air density lower than in the present sim-ulations (H = 14 km).6. DISCUSSIONIn aordane with the energy dependene of thephoton range, the primary emission at di�erent alti-tudes ontribute to the detetor readings in di�erentenergy ranges [47, 49℄. To larify the results for TGFspresented above, ontributions of photons emitted atdi�erent emission altitudes were alulated (Fig. 6).The altitudes of 30�40 km ontribute to low ener-gies (tens of keV), whereas the �deteted� photons ofthe MeV range originate from 17�20 km.Although the low-energy photons dominate in theprimary bremsstrahlung spetrum at all altitudes, theyare strongly absorbed in the atmosphere. Only thoseof these photons are apable of esaping into spaethat are emitted at high altitudes, where the atmo-87
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0 1 2 3 4Channel number iFig. 4. Relative distribution of photons in four energyhannels BATSE �i = N (i) = 4P1 N (i) for two values ofthe loud harge Qmax at the altitude H = 14 km andtwo orientations of the satellite relative to the -soure.Ref. [50℄: Fig. 1b (+), Fig. 1d (�), Fig. 1f (�), Fig. 1l(�). Simulations: 130 C (�;4), � = � = 0:7 (�), 0:5(4); 200 C (Æ;�), � = � = 0:7 (Æ), 0:5 (�)
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Fig. 5. Relative photon energy distribution at RHESSIfor two values of the loud harge Qmax at the altitudeH = 14 km and three orientations of the satellite rela-tive to the -soure. The distribution at 75 keV is takenfor unity. Thik line � [8℄, thin line � emission spe-trum; 130 C (4;�; Æ); 200 C (N;�; �); � = � = 0:5(4;N), 0:7 (�;�), 1 (Æ; �)

Table 3. Mean alulated photon energies forRHESSI, Horbit = 550�600 km [8℄Qmax, C 130 200� = � 0.5 0.7 0.5 0.7" , MeV 3 4 1.27 2.1Table 4. (n; ) neutron yield per dishargeQmax, C 100 130 200H , km 10 14 14Nn1014 Chaoti photon motion,formula (13) 1.6 2.5 3.6Generation along photonrange, formula (14) 4.9 7.6 10.7sphere is rare�ed and the absorption is weaker. Butthe bremsstrahlung e�ieny is low in rare�ed media.The high-energy photons reahing the satellite alti-tudes originate mainly from the altitudes where the REpopulation is maximal, beause suh photons experi-
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dN (i) =dz510�1
10�2
10�3Fig. 6. The ontribution of -emission at di�erent al-titudes dN (i) =dz to the total number of photons de-teted by hannel i for two values of the loud hargeQmax at the altitude H = 14 km and one orientationof the detetor relative to the -soure: � = � = 0:7;i = 2 (50�100 keV), 200 C (1 ), 130 C (2, �); i = 4(300�1000 keV), 200 C (3 ), 130 C (4, N); i = 6(3�5 MeV), 200 C (5 ), 130 C (6, �)88



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 133, âûï. 1, 2008 Atmospheri gamma-ray and neutron �ashesene weaker absorption. Above the RREA terminationaltitudes, the photon generation rate sharply reduesdue to both a derease in the RE loal onentrationand a strong derease in the frequeny of eletron ol-lisions with neutrals beause of the exponential redu-tion of the atmosphere density. Thus, the absorption oflow-energy photons is the reason of the deteted spe-tra being harder than the primary emission spetrum.The di�erenes in the results of alulations forQmax = 130 C and Qmax = 200 C at H = 14 km ensuefrom the orresponding RE distributions at large alti-tudes. The total numbers of REs Nrun are rather losein both ases, but at high altitudes, Nrun is ten timeshigher for Qmax = 200 C than for Qmax = 130 C (f.Fig. 2). For Qmax = 200 C, there are more REs at al-titudes above 20 km, and therefore the bremsstrahlungspetrum is softer.Too large values of the photon mean energy " al-ulated at � = � = 1 (Tables 1 and 2) are related tothe angular distributions f2("i; �) of photons emitted indi�erent energy ranges spei�ed by "i. The high-energyphotons are emitted mainly into small angles relativeto the �eld vetor, whereas the angular distribution oflow-energy photons is signi�antly wider (f. Fig. 5 in[58℄). Beause the emission spetrum is enrihed byhigh-energy photons at � = � = 1 if ompared with� = � = 0:5 and 0.7, the alulated spetrum at thesatellite altitudes ontains more suh photons.We note that the �uoresene brightness alulatedhere, even if averaged over the TV hamber frame dura-tion with the instrumental sensitivity hJi taken into a-ount [32℄, exeeds the observed brightness [32℄ by morethan an order of magnitude. For the hosen on�gura-tions, the disrepany ould be eliminated by inreasingthe duration tdish of the lightning disharge swithingon the �eld above the loud. The simpli�ed 1.5D modelpredited that the inrease in tdish up to 30 ms leadsto more than an order of magnitude derease in hJi[45, 46℄ stemming from early start of the �eld shieldingby seondary plasma above the loud. Consequently,an inrease in tdish would shift the upper boundary ofthe � and � values to unity, �tting the alulated pho-ton numbers with observations. The shift of � to unityis reasonable in view of the analysis of Cummer et al.,who plaed lightning disharges possibly triggered byRHESSI TGFs rather lose to the RHESSI subsatellitepoint [48℄. However, extremely large required ompu-tational time makes 2D multigroup simulations withtdish signi�antly inreased above the 1 ms value as-sumed here absolutely unrealisti.As in most of the previous works, inluding reentpapers [47; 49℄, the model presented here disounts ef-

Table 5. RE numbers at the BETSI detetor,Horbit = 500 km, Sdet = 0:2 m2 [7℄Qmax, C 130 200H , km 14RE numbers esaping into spae 4:7 � 1016 7:6 � 1017RE numbers entering the detetor 4 � 104 6 � 105fets of the magneti �eld of the UAD urrent and thegeomagneti �eld. Due to an extremely low urrentdensity, the e�ets of the former are negligible in om-parison with the ation of the eletri �eld. This is notthe ase with the geomagneti �eld [21, 22℄. For in-stane, the redued eletri strength 400 kV/m�atm, forwhih Dwyer and Smith [49℄ simulated RHESSI TGFs,is omparable toBgeoP (z) = Bgeo exp zhhareven at the lowest simulated -soure altitudes z = 15and 30 km [49℄. For the horizontal indutane ofthe �eld in the tropial zone Bgeo = 40� T and forhhar = 7:1 km, we atually have Bgeo=P (z) � 100and 821 kV/m�atm.A signi�ant number of REs an esape intoouter spae and ontribute to the instrument read-ings aboard the satellites. The alulated numbersNrun of REs that esape into spae and the numbersNdet � NrunSdet=H2orbit that ould irradiate the BETSIdetetor are presented in Table 5. Beause eletrons in-terat with matter more e�iently than photons of thesame energy, their possible e�ets on detetors shouldbe taken into aount. However, a aveat deserves men-tioning: the bending of RE trajetories by the geomag-neti �eld [1, 61℄ (see also [3℄) ould prevent RE es-aping into spae [21, 22℄. On the other side, at lowlatitudes, where the e�ets of the geomagneti �eldare expeted to be maximal, the UADs were observedto propagate to very high attitudes lose to the verti-al [33℄.Aording to our simulations, the TGFs appear self-onsistently with Blue Jets and Red Sprites. But theTGFs for whih high-energy REs are required are notorrelated with large variations in the loud harge mo-ment QlQ aused by lightning and inherent to RedSprites [47, 48, 62℄. TGFs are orrelated with vertialmoment hanges �QlQ = 20�200 C�km [47℄ in ontrastto muh larger �QlQ = 500 C�km observed in most ofthe sprite-assoiated lightning disharges [48, 61℄ and89



L. P. Babih, A. Yu. Kudryavtsev, M. L. Kudryavtseva, I. M. Kutsyk ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 133, âûï. 1, 2008termed threshold for Sprites [47℄, although Sprites wereobserved with �QlQ as small as 120 C�km [31℄.The lak of TGFs at large �QlQ seems to be verystrange and inexpliable in the framework of the dis-harge ontrolled by RREAs series. Williams et al. [47℄lari�ed this apparent inonsisteny, pointing out thatnumerous observations allowed regarding the mesosalestratiform systems of louds � : : : as most often respon-sible for sprites�. Eah suh system involves at least twovast horizontally extended harge layers with the up-per negatively harged layer loated below 10 km [47℄.Williams et al. proved that at these altitudes, gamma-photons, even if they were being produed, would ex-periene strong attenuation and ould not esape toouter spae [47℄. Besides, is it possible at all for ele-trons to be energized up to the MeV range in view ofthe dense atmosphere and a rather weak eletri �eld?In fat, the �spider� loud-to-ground lightning, mosttypial for these systems, arries away the lower posi-tive harge [47℄. The remaining negative harge is dis-tributed along a very vast horizontal layer. Therefore,in spite of an extremely large orresponding momentumhange �QlQ, the eletri �eld of the negative hargeright above the loud is most likely not su�ient toompensate the drag e�et of the dense atmosphere.Besides, the atmospheri ion plasma above the loudshields this �eld, at least partially. Consequently, theovervoltage Æ = eE=FminP diretly above the loudhardly su�es for the eletron runaway.The most ordinary umulonimbus thunderloudshave the positive upper harge loated at altitudes15 km (we reall that H = 14 km in our simula-tions). Williams et al. [47℄ showed that MeV gamma-photons are rather weakly absorbed at these altitudesand are apable of esaping into outer spae. The ele-tron runaway is e�ient in this ase. Indeed, afterpositive loud-to-ground lightning (the ase of a loudwith a tilted dipole) or intraloud lightning (the aseof a loud with a vertial dipole), the �eld of the neg-ative polarization harge appears above the loud asassumed in our model. Beause this harge is onen-trated in a rather limited volume (if ompared withmesosale stratiform systems), exatly at the altitudesof 14�20 km, it ensures su�ient overvoltage for multi-pliation of high-energy eletrons (f. Fig. 2) and theirrunaway to MeV energies with subsequent produtionof hard gamma-rays.Based on published results of observations,Williams et al. [47℄ rejeted negative loud-to-groundlightning �ashes from louds with a vertial dipoleand positive loud-to-ground �ashes from louds witha tilted dipole as possible soures of TGFs. They on-

entrated on intraloud �ashes, whih are most typialin tropis, where TGFs were deteted, and stated that� : : : gamma rays originate in the viinity of negativelightning leaders : : : �, bridging the loud harges andasending above the loud tops. They disregarded theaumulation of the negative polarization harge abovea thunderloud. Besides, the limited spae domainoupied by a strong eletri �eld in front of the leaderimposes a serious limitation upon the aelerationof a signi�ant number of eletrons to high energies.Overoming this di�ulty seems to be possible inthe framework of eletron self-aeleration in frontof a polarizing hannel, aording to whih eletronsmove selfonsistently with the hannel propagation [3℄.However, the idea of the eletron aeleration in frontof the leaders is inonsistent with swithing o� theX-ray enhanement inside thunderlouds by lightningstrokes observed in [5℄.In any ase, it is thus established that TGFs origi-nate from rather ordinary thunderlouds and lightning�ashes with moderate or even small �QlQ. Is it possi-ble that these gamma-produing �ashes are not aom-panied by high-altitude air �uoresene, at least weakerthan above the mesosale systems? This is not the asein view of the observations of Giant Jets from tops ofordinary louds [33℄. We also reall that Sprites wereobserved with �QlQ � 120 C�km [31℄. Moreover, it isobvious that in many ases, the umulonimbus loudsshielded the glow beause of their large vertial size.As mentioned in the Introdution, a mehanismof the Red Sprite exitation (altitudes Hspr = 70�80 km) due to the onventional breakdown driven bylow-energy eletrons is being disussed [31, 47℄. Atlarge distanes (Hspr � lQ), the redued strength ofthe �eld of the vertial dipole with QlQ = 500 C�km,loated in the troposphere (thunderloud), with allow-ing for the image in the ground even along the dipoleaxis EP (z) = 2 2QlQ4�"0H3spr exp Hsprhharis of 1.3�3.6 kV/m�Torr. The minimal (asymptoti)value (E=P )br = 4 kV/m�Torr required for the onven-tional breakdown in air at large Pd [3, 63�65℄ is beyondthis range of E=P , although rather lose to the upperboundary. The dereasing dependene of (E=P )br onPd reahes the asymptoti value at Pd � 10 Torr�m [3,63℄. The orresponding values of the �intereletrodespaing� d at the altitudes � 70�80 km are quite real-isti: d � 260�1050 m. These estimates disagree withE > Ebr predited for the Sprite altitudes [31℄. Notethat aording to our simulations the intensive upper90



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 133, âûï. 1, 2008 Atmospheri gamma-ray and neutron �ashesglow (f. Fig. 1), responsible for the Red Sprite, isexited by bakground eletrons without breakdown.In ontrast to [49℄, where photon transport from aloalized soure at the upper RREA end was simulatedusing Monte Carlo tehnique, formulas (10) and (11)take the -photon emission throughout the region pop-ulated by REs into aount. However, similarly to [47℄,the simpli�ed exponential photon attenuation is an ob-vious shortoming of (10). Besides, formulas (10), (13),and (14) involve steady photon distributions, whih areuniversal in the sense that they are almost independentof the overvoltage Æ [58℄ as a onsequene of the parentRE distribution being steady and universal [36℄. Butthe RE and photon distributions in natural proess arenot neessarily steady and Æ-independent. Currently,Monte Carlo simulations are being arried out with theomputed group energy distributions of the RE onen-tration nrun(r; t; "i) diretly used to alulate the -ray soure with a subsequent simulation of -ray trans-port to the satellite altitude. The same ELIZA MonteCarlo ode is being used by means of whih the steadyRE and photon distributions were omputed [36, 58℄.The ode aounts for all known interations of ele-trons, photons, and positrons with matter desribed bythe modern omplete libraries of elementary ross se-tions. These Monte Carlo alulations will eliminatethe shortoming inherent to the simplest exponentialattenuation of the photon �ux adopted in formula (10).Suh improvements are quite neessary beause au-rate simulations of -ray transport to the satellite al-titude were implemented in [49℄ in the framework ofextremely simpli�ed models of RREA and -ray sourefor E=P invariant in spae and time.7. CONCLUSIONSFor three on�gurations of thunderloud hargeswithin the framework of the mehanism of breakdownontrolled by RREA generations, 2D numerial simu-lations of UAD and seondary air �uoresene are pre-sented. Their results in general agree with observa-tions of high-altitude optial phenomena above thun-derlouds.From the alulated RE spae�time distributions,bremsstrahlung harateristis were omputed, fromwhih, for a simpli�ed exponential attenuation in theexponential atmosphere, the photon numbers and spe-tra were alulated at the altitudes of the satellitesBETSI [7, 50℄ and RHESSI [8℄. The omputed pho-ton numbers, photon distributions, and mean energiesdepend both on the on�guration spei�ed by the loud

harge and its altitude and on the angle between thediretion from the -soure to the detetor and the ver-tial. For su�iently large angles, the results agreewith the numbers of TGF photons and their spetra de-teted aboard BETSI and RHESSI. Calulations for thehosen on�gurations prove that TGFs originate fromthe altitudes 14�20 km, harateristi of the Blue Jets,where avalanhe multipliation of REs ours and theRE �ux is almost entirely onentrated (f. Fig. 2 forthe funtion g(z)). This on�rms onlusions of Dwyerand Smith [49℄ and Williams et al. [47℄, who proeededfrom simpli�ed models, plaed the TGF origin in theupper troposphere/lower stratosphere (16�22 km).As the general agreement of alulations with ob-servations of Blue Jets and Red Sprites [32℄, the sat-isfatory agreement of TGF harateristis omputedfor small � and � with observations [7, 8, 50℄ testi�esto the trustworthiness of the disussed model.The numbers of neutrons generated by photonu-lear reations assoiated with the UAD developmentwere alulated. For the simulated on�gurations, thenumbers appeared to be rather large, � 1014�1015, andmathed the analyti estimates in [18�20℄, where it wasshown, however, that these numbers are too small toaount for the TNFs deteted in orrelation with thun-derstorm disharges at the Earth's surfae [13�15℄, evenat high-mountain station [13℄.In this paper, TGFs and TNFs were simulated un-der the assumption that they originate from UADs de-veloping in the RREA mode [9�12℄. Another meh-anism is oneivable based on analyses of the tem-poral orrelation of TGFs with VLF/ELF (very lowfrequeny/extremely low frequeny) signals (50 Hz�30 kHz and < 0:1 Hz�400 Hz) [48, 62℄ and on a strongdependene of the -ray �ux and spetra at satellitealtitudes on the -soure altitude [47℄. The meha-nism assumes eletron runaway in front of upward neg-ative leaders of intraloud lightning disharges bridg-ing the upper positive and lower negative harges ofthe most typial thunderlouds with vertial dipolemoments QlQ = 20�200 C�km [47℄, whih are muhless than the most sprite-assoiated moment hange�QlQ = 500 C�km. Eletron runaway at the leaderfront is regarded as a possible origin of TNFs alterna-tive to the UAD origin [20℄. The apability to aountfor the ground-based observations [13�15℄ is its advan-tage. This origin of TGFs and TNFs is to be thoroughlystudied and simulated numerially before it an be a-epted or rejeted.Further researh of TNFs is required. Proving thatTNFs are related with atmospheri disharges would bea serious argument in favor of the breakdown meha-91



L. P. Babih, A. Yu. Kudryavtsev, M. L. Kudryavtseva, I. M. Kutsyk ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 133, âûï. 1, 2008nism in the atmosphere ontrolled by REs [9�12℄. Thepredited neutron yields per TNF, � 1014�1015 (UAD,Table 4) and 4 � 1013 (lightning [20℄) are large enoughto be measured aboard an airraft or spaeraft.Although the results obtained here for small � = �agree with the BETSI and RHESSI TGFs, furtherexperiments and numerial simulations are requiredto selet a disharge type ausal to TGFs and TNFs,i.e., whether UADs or the most ommon intraloudlightning �ashes globally [47℄, and to develop anadequate mehanism. The TGF-orrelated momenthanges �QlQ = 11�107 C�km reported in [48℄and [62℄ are very puzzling in view of the abseneof TGF in the ase of muh larger sprite-assoiatedhanges �QlQ = 500 C�km. Up to 3 ms TGF advanerelative to the lightning VLF/ELF signals is anotherunexpeted observation [48℄. The problem of the TGFadvane an possibly be resolved if swithing o� the X-ray enhanement inside thunderlouds oinident withthe lightning disharge onset is taken into aount [5℄.Obviously, this observation, ontraditing the ideaof the TGF soure at the leader front [47℄, permitsinterpreting both prior- and post-lightning TGFs ina uni�ed manner: the prior-TGFs possibly our dueto RREA series initiated by osmi rays throughoutthe inner volume of the harged loud, whereas thepost-lightning TGFs are produed by RREAs abovethe loud after the same lightning swithes on the �eldabove the loud shielded by the ion plasma [31℄.The authors express their deepest gratitude toR. I. Il'kaev and S. J. Gitomer for the support of re-searh in atmospheri eletriity, to A. V. Gurevih,R. A. Roussel-Dupré, E. M. Symbalisty, and K. P. Zy-bin for the long-term ooperation in this area.REFERENCES1. C. T. R. Wilson, Pro. Cambridge Phil. So. 22, 534(1924).2. A. S. Eddington, Nature 2948 (suppl.), 25 (1926).3. L. P. Babih, High-energy Phenomena in Eletri Dis-harges in Dense Gases: Theory, Experiment and Nat-ural Phenomena, Futurepast In., Arlington, Virginia,USA (2003).4. G. E. Parks, B. H. Mauk, R. Spiger, and J. Chin, Geo-phys. Res. Lett. 8, 1176 (1981).5. M. MCarthy and G. E. Parks, Geophys. Res. Lett.12, 393 (1985).
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